


Factories throw money out!

Residual materials remain during the production process. They are no longer 

suitable for the use in the same factory.



Factories throw money out!

These materials are sent to the dump.

The company may sometimes receive a small benefit from the recycling , but this 

obviously does not cover the raw material cost.

EXAMPLE

Raw material price Steel plate Selling for recicling

3830.40 €/tonn 3.0x1000x2000 Zn 390.00 €/tonn



In some cases, company even have to pay for 

disposal of those materials.



And that also affect the environment!

In Estonia more than 50,000 tons of various materials are collected in landfills 

annually



At least 30% are still usable!

Residual materials from one is a raw material or even a readymade part for 

another!



We have solution!



WIN – WIN!

 reducing the number of 

recycled materials

 productions goes greener

 less energy consumption

 improving the residual 
materials management 
system

 reducing of production 
process cost

 additional income for 
enterprises

 new partnerships and 
contacts



Different type of production may 

have useful residuals:

And others: textile, paper, rock, etc...



The concept

Seller:

 Register on the platform

 Post the advertisement

 Registered costumers see 

your contacts

 The buyer contact with 

you

 Make a deal!

Buyer:

 Register on the platform

 Search products using 

filters

 Contact with seller

 Make a deal!



How its looks like

Wood

Pine

Beam

Tallinn, Estonia

Vero Logistics OÜ
Description

Standard: ГОСТ 78-2004 шпала Тип 1

Dimensions: 180*250*2750мм

Impregnation: Tanalith

Condition – New, sufficient quality



How it will earn money?

4 levels of subscription:

 Basic – free 

 Advanced – 75 EUR/month

 Premium – 175 EUR/month

 Premium+ - 250 

EUR/month

* Ads above the limit of each package are placed at a price 10 

eur/ad

* The ad period starts from the moment the ad is posted and is 

valid for 30 days

Additional services when 

submitting an 

advertisement:

 To the main page (1 week)

 Placing an ad on the home 

page of the site

 Bring your ad up (1 time)

 Extend expired ad

 etc



MARKET

 Metal

 Woodworking

 Manufacture of plastic 

products.

 Construction companies

 Electronics manufacturing

 etc

more than 1000 enterprises involved in



MARKET

approximately 10 million various 

manufacturers in the world

 2 million in

 $ 2,334.60 billion total output from manufacturing in 

 $3,896.35 billion in 



The platform is in active development!

Join NOW!

 Before the development stage 

survey of potential customers was 

carried out.

 Respondents from Baltic states 

and Scandinavian region took part 

in survey.

 Survey results showed great 

interest in the idea. Enterprises

steel seeking for alternatives for 

dealing with residual materials.

https://rescraps.com/

https://rescraps.com/


Thank you!
From ReScraps team

Made with ❤️ in Estonia.

Kirill Jefimov Pavel Fleisher Artur Viitmann


